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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Purpose: We introduce and evaluate a high throughput biodosimetry test system (REDI-Dx) suitable for testing of thousands of potential radiation victims following a mass scale nuclear event
caused by detonation of a nuclear device or a nuclear accident, as part of an overall strategy for
effective medical management of the crisis.
Materials and methods: The performance of a high throughput biodosimetry test was evaluated
by collecting samples of both non-irradiated presumed healthy donors as well as irradiated subjects collected as part of either cancer treatment regimens or banked from previous studies. The
test measures the gene expression of a set of radiation responsive genes based on the DxDirectV
genomic platform. The potential diagnostic accuracy of REDI-Dx was evaluated as a predictor of
actual dose of radiation. While the REDI-Dx test has been calibrated to provide a quantitative
measure of actual absorbed dose, we compared the performance of the REDI-Dx test (sensitivity
and specificity) as a qualitative result at the most commonly applied thresholds 2.0 Gy and 6.0 Gy.
Results: The test demonstrated high specificity and lack of effect of medical conditions. Using
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, REDI-Dx was shown to be a good predictor
of actual dose for determining treatment category based on either 2.0 or 6.0 Gy, with a 98.5% sensitivity and 90% specificity for 2.0 Gy, and 92% sensitivity and 84% specificity for 6.0 Gy. Results
were reproducible between clinical laboratories with an SD of 0.2 Gy for samples 2.0 Gy and a
CV of 10.3% for samples from 2.0 to 10.0 Gy.
Conclusions: Use of a biodosimetry test, like REDI-Dx test system would provide valuable information that would improve the ability to assign patients to the correct treatment category when
combined with currently available biodosimetry tools, as compared to the use of existing tools
alone. The REDI-Dx biodosimetry test system is for investigational use only in the U.S.A. The performance characteristics of this product have not been established.
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Introduction
According to a US government study describing the potential effects of the detonation of a 10 kiloton (kT) improvised
nuclear device (IND) in Washington DC (Buddemeier et al.
2011, Appendix E), more than 300,000 individuals would
have radiation related injuries and require medical management. More than half of the injured would be expected to
recover without any medical intervention, and approximately 50,000 individuals would be likely to die even with
medical intervention. Emergency responders and medical
personnel would be faced with the daunting challenge of
identifying the roughly 100,000 individuals that are most
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likely to benefit from myeloid cytokine therapy, while operating within a crisis environment and limited resources due
to damaged infrastructure, and evacuated personnel. An
effective response to a nuclear event requires accurate and
high throughput diagnostic tests specific for radiation exposure that can be used to separate the ‘concerned public’ from
the significantly exposed. The test needs to be of sufficient
testing capacity (>400,000 per week) to meet the immediate
surge in testing demands of a mass scale event
(BARDA 2009).
Today, emergency responders and physicians rely primarily upon hematology along with clinical signs and symptoms
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Figure 1. Need for a biodosimetry test based on overlapping clinical symptoms and association with survival after a 10 kT nuclear incident (based on numerical
data from Buddemeier et al. 2011). Severities of symptoms (vomiting, headache, fever, diarrhea, altered metal state/unconsciousness) are representative of published information (Waselenko et al. 2004; Demidenko et al. 2009; Coleman et al. 2011). Hematology information is based on the ability to obtain multiple collections post exposure to determine depletion kinetics (Figure 3 from Coleman et al. 2011).

as well as proximity modelling (the location of an individual
at the time of the detonation) to determine treatment (see
limitations below). Unfortunately, these methods while useful, tend to either be impractical for responding to a mass
scale emergency or show high false positive and high false
negative rates.
Unmet need due to overlapping clinical symptoms
Clinical symptoms from acute radiation syndrome (ARS)
may be non-specific and overlapping (Figure 1) and the currently available methods are neither sufficiently accurate nor
deployable for such a mass scale event. Due to the limitations of the currently available methods, more readily
deployable biodosimetry tests are needed to increase the efficiency of implementing limited resources following detonation of an IND or a nuclear explosion.
Limitations of currently available tools
In case of a nuclear event today, the currently available
tools for assisting doctors in patient stratification and
assigned treatment (time to emesis, lymphocyte depletion
kinetics and dicentric chromosome assay (DCA)) have
significant limitations (ASPR 2017). To support a mass
casualty event, all available methods must not only be
accurate, but must be able to have sufficient throughput
to process tens of thousands of samples in a short period
of time.
Limitations of time to emesis
While clinical symptoms of ARS include headaches and
diarrhea, time-to-emesis is the easiest and most readily
available dosimetry tool. Unfortunately, it is also the least

accurate. A 2009 study provided a rigorous statistical analysis of the relationship between retrospective estimation of
radiation dose and the time to emesis and its uncertainty
(Demidenko et al. 2009). The statistical analysis included
estimations of standard error, 95% confidence interval, specificity and sensitivity. The relative error of the dose prediction using time to emesis data was 190% (Figure 2 from
Demidenko et al. 2009) and the 95% confidence interval of
the associated dose estimate is 25% (lower limit) and 400%
(upper limit) of the actual dose (Table 1 from
Demidenko et al. 2009). The time to emesis method of estimating the radiation dose may not be considered radiation
specific as the number of vomiting incidents will be
increased by factors unrelated to radiation exposure such as
response to the psychological stress of the incident and
observing other people vomiting. Time to emesis may
potentially be most useful for ruling out those receiving a
dose above 6.0 Gy, since >95% of patients should vomit
within a couple of hours.
Limitations of lymphocyte depletion
Measurement of lymphocyte counts is the principle diagnostic tool that physicians would rely upon today to check for
evidence of exposure to radiation and ARS. This method is
useful in that it can be obtained via standard hospital testing
and it is also indicative of health status. An issue with estimating dose based upon a single measurement is that there
is significant variability in normal range (1.4–3.5  109 cells/
L) for non-irradiated individuals that could result in a single
point measurement leading to high false positive or negative
rates for patients with less than 2.0 Gy of exposure. The
repeat measurements required to calculate lymphocyte
depletion kinetics, preferably separated by 6–8 h (Koenig
et al. 2005), improves accuracy. However, significant
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Figure 2. REDI-Dx workflow overview.

Table 1. Subset of REDI-Dx test genes.
Gene name

Gene symbol

Assay function

BAX

BCL2-associated X protein

Response gene

Receptor binding

BBC3

BCL2-binding
component 3

Response gene

Protein binding

CDKN1A

Cyclin-dependent kinase
inhibitor 1
Cerebellar degenerationrelated protein 2
DNA damage binding
protein 2
Death effector domain
containing protein
Lysosomal protein
transmembrane 5

Response gene
Normalizer

Protein binding; kinase
regulator/inhibitor
DNA binding

Response gene

Damaged DNA Binding

Response gene

Not well defined

Response gene

Transmembrane protein
associated
with lysosomes
Structural constituent of
mitochondrial
ribosome; nucleic
acid binding
Structural constituent of
mitochondrial
ribosome; nucleic
acid binding
Transcription factor

CDR2
DDB2
DEDD
LAPTM5
MRPS18A

Mitochondrial 28S
ribosomal protein S18

Normalizer

MRPS5

Mitochondrial 28S
ribosomal protein S5

Normalizer

MYC

v-myc avian
myelocytomatosis viral
oncogene homolog
Poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase 1

Down regulated

PARP1

PCNA
TRIB2

Proliferating cell
nuclear antigen
Tribbles pseudokinase 2

Molecular function

Down regulated

Nuclear protein
modification

Response gene

Cofactor of DNA
polymerase delta
Protein kinase activity

Down regulated

Biological pathways

RefSeq ID

Cell cycle; regulation
of apoptosis
Induction of apoptosis;
cell cycle;
p53 regulation
Cell cycle; interleukin
signaling pathways
Not well defined

NM_138761
NM_001127240
NM_000389
NM_001802

Cell cycle and DNA
damage repair
Apoptosis

NM_000107

Hematopoiesis;
embryogenesis

NM_006762

Translation

NM_018135

Translation

NM_031902

Cell cycle progression,
apoptosis and cellular
tumor transformation
Differentiation,
proliferation, tumor
transformation, DNA
damage repair
DNA replication,
damage repair
Signal transduction,
apoptosis,
inflammatory pathway

NM_002467

NM_031902

NM_001618

NM_002592
NM_021643
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variability in the lymphocyte depletion rate constants with
respect to dose was observed (Figure 5 on p. 20 from Ricks
et al. 2002). For example, a rate constant of 0.4 day1 has
occurred for doses of 1.0–8.0 Gy and 0.7 day1 occurred for
doses from 3.0 to 10.0 Gy. Furthermore, collecting multiple
blood draws, as recommended by the Strategic National
Stockpile (SNS) radiation working group (Waselenko et al.
2004), to collect immediately after the exposure and three
times per day for the next 2–3 days and then twice per day
for the following 3–6 days) would be impractical following a
mass casualty event, where hundreds of thousands of individuals are affected. Even a reduced collection protocol of
2–3 blood draws per individual, would be challenging, as it
would require tracking of individuals.
Limitations of dicentric chromosome assay
The DCA or DIC is the most commonly referenced method
for biodosimetry (IAEA 2001, 2011; Coleman et al. 2011)
and many countries have established laboratories for dose
assessment purposes. DIC relies on the counting of chromosomal aberrations in lymphocytes that occur following
exposure to ionizing radiation, and extrapolation from a
dose response calibration curve to estimate dose.
For absorbed doses less than 1.0 Gy, DIC relies on counting and analyzing a large number of cells for accurate estimated doses (Table 7 from p. 64 in IAEA 2011), which
becomes extremely difficult as time post radiation exposure
extends past 1 day (IAEA 2001). DIC is generally considered
quantitative from 0 to 5.0 Gy (Waselenko et al. 2004). Above
this range, the variability increases due to difficulties obtaining viable cell cultures causing a decrease in result
reliability.
The DIC methodology is labor intensive, samples must
be shipped quickly under controlled temperature conditions,
testing of a sample takes a minimum of 48–72 h, and capacity at individual labs is limited. Several countries have
established laboratory networks that look to share the testing
load in the event of a nuclear incident and automated cell
imaging offers opportunity for improved processing; however, most individual laboratories are believed to be capable
of processing less than 50 samples per week (www.biodosenet.net/BDN/BDN). At present in the United States, this
method is not widely available and would not be able to
handle the surge in patients following the detonation of a
nuclear device.
It is difficult to assess the accuracy of the DCA since most
published studies are based on ex vivo irradiated blood samples
for a single patient and usually only in the low dose range
(Beinke et al. 2013; Oestreicher et al. 2017). Individual laboratories rely upon their own ‘calibration curves’ which tend to
show a significant amount of variability (Beinke et al. 2013).
For DIC, ex vivo irradiation is assumed to be equivalent to in
vivo total body irradiation, and the effects of time post-irradiation are believed to be negligible; however, no papers demonstrating the validity of these assumptions can be found. A
recent Japanese paper showed significant differences in

response curves
et al. 2018).

between

five

different

subjects

(Abe

A novel solution: high throughput biodosimetry test
REDI-Dx is being developed as a direct from stabilized
blood, gene expression based high throughput biodosimetry
system. The test measures individual radiation responsive
mRNA transcripts (Table 1) and estimates the absorbed
radiation dose in Gy from a post-event collected blood sample, which is shipped under ambient conditions, simplifying
response logistics (Figure 2 and supplementary material
Figure A). The test is read using the ABI 3500xL Dx
Genetic Analyzer (via capillary electrophoretic fragment analysis) and associated custom Biodosimetry Interpretive
Software. Here, we present an evaluation of the performance
of a high-throughput biodosimetry test based on testing of
nearly 1000 samples from a diverse population as well as
with a population with prevalent medical conditions or burn
and trauma injuries, which are anticipated from the initial
detonation. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated using
a set of single dose in vivo irradiated NHP samples with
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis at 2.0
and 6.0 Gy cut-offs in order to assess the ability of the
REDI-Dx quantitative test output to be used for determining
treatment category.

Materials and methods
Sample collection and stabilization
All human samples were collected from subjects providing
appropriately documented, HIPAA compliant informed consent under clinical research protocols reviewed and approved
by an accredited Institutional Review Board (IRB) and implemented in accordance with the ICH Harmonized Guidelines
for Good Clinical Practice (GCP), applicable regulations
(including CFR Title 21). Subject enrollment for human demographic samples occurred at various clinical sites, which were
managed by Access Biologicals (Vista, CA) and Cureline
(Brisbane, CA). Samples with potentially confounding medical
conditions were obtained from Cureline (Brisbane, CA) and
Serologix (New Hope, PA). Burn and trauma samples were
obtained from Maricopa Integrated Health System (Phoenix,
AZ). For burn victims, samples were assigned to total body
surface area (TBSA) categories of <10%, 10–20% and >21%.
These categories were selected, since these were the hospitals
definition of 1st, 2nd and 3rd degree burns, respectively.
Additionally, the American Burn Association referral recommendation is for 10% TBSA and the mortality from burn
alone increases at 20% TBSA. 20% TBSA plus radiation injury
is also triaged as a radiation injury only (Pham et al. 2008;
Coleman et al. 2011).
Trauma patients were assigned to Injury Severity Scale
(ISS) categories of 10–14, 15–24 and >25. Influenza samples
were obtained from Duke University. Inclusion criteria for
all conditions: 18 years of age; negative testing for hepatitis
B/C, HIV-1 and HIV-2 in clinical history, with the
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Table 2. Testing across a wide range of human demographics.
Race/ethnicity group

Sex

Total tested

Mean estimated dose (Gy)

Std dev

Lower 95% CI

Upper 95% CI

African American

F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M

34
80
9
11
184
242
33
46
9
8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Asian
Caucasian
Hispanic
Native American

Table 3. Age distribution of human demographic samples.
Age of healthy human donors
Age group (years)

Male

Female

Total tested

18–21
22–39
40–64
65
Total

41
181
127
38
387

18
125
95
31
269

59
306
222
69
656

exception of samples being collected due to HIV status. The
cohort specific inclusion criteria are shown in supplementary material Table A. Donors were excluded if they had
received chemotherapy or a blood transfusion within the
last 6 months, had X-rays, CT scans, mammography, or
radioactive dyes for scans or heart evaluations within the
last 3 months.
Human samples were collected with DxCollectV Blood
Collection tubes (BCT) using standard phlebotomy techniques. These tubes contain RNA stabilization buffer, which
lyses the cells and stabilizes the RNA.
Samples from single dose in vivo irradiated NHPs were
provided by Duke University, which were obtained from
studies performed in compliance with protocols approved by
an accredited Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) and under the Biomedical Advanced Research and
Development Authority (BARDA), Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Preparedness and Response, Office of the
Secretary, Department of Health Human Services Contract
No.: HHSO100201000001C and HHSO100201600034C.
Additional samples were provided to DxTerity for testing
from BARDA. The NHPs samples referenced in this study
were obtained from two separate contractors. At SNBL, the
NHPs were irradiated using a Varian 21EX LINAC with a
dose rate of approximately 75 cGy/min. Each animal was
irradiated to its midline, with a bilateral scheme that delivers
1=2 the dose to the anterior of the animal and 1=2 the dose to
the posterior, with accuracy of the delivered dose confirmed
by diodes placed on each side of the animal.
At Lovelace Biomedical and Environmental Research
Institute (LBERI), NHPs were irradiated with a Varian 600c
LINAC with a dose rate of 50–80 cGy/min. Each animal was
irradiated to its midline, with a bilateral scheme that delivers
1=2 the dose to the left lateral side of the animal and 1=2 the
dose to the right lateral side of the animal, with accuracy of
the delivered dose confirmed by diodes placed on each side
of the animal.
R

Note: The care and use of NHPs used in the performance
of this research conforms with the PHS Policy on Humane
Care of Use of Laboratory Animals and the current Animal
Welfare Assurance, the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals. Protocols and study designs were
approved by the IACUC at the respective institutions.
Samples from total body irradiated (TBI) patients were
obtained from City of Hope (Duarte, CA), UCLA (Los
Angeles, CA) and Duke University (Durham, NC) and collected per IRB approved protocols. Inclusion criteria were
for planned fractionated TBI as part of clinical care, for
malignant and non-malignant diseases treated with hematopoietic stem cell transplant. Subjects were excluded if they
had received chemotherapy within 21 days, had concurrent
chemotherapy with fludarabine, cytokine inhibitor or cytokine-inducer therapy within 30 days either prior to or during the irradiation regimen. Patients receiving granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor within 30 days prior to TBI, were
also excluded.
REDI-Dx test
The biodosimetry assay was developed using the DxDirectV
genomic platform (DxTerity Diagnostics, Inc., Los Angeles,
CA) which is based on Chemical Ligation-dependent Probe
Amplification (CLPA) technology (Kim et al. 2015). The
testing process includes: (1) mixing DxCollectV stabilized
blood with reagents; (2) binding of CLPA probes adjacent
regions on the target RNA and chemically ligate to form
uniquely sized reaction products; (3) ligation products are
amplified by PCR using universal primers; (4) the final
products are quantified by capillary electrophoretic fragment
analysis. Relative expression values are calculated based on
peak heights and an automated software program processes
the data and estimates the absorbed dose. The assay includes
18 response genes, and three normalizer genes and two
internal controls (ligation and PCR controls) each for the
two detection channels.
Process control samples include three vials of stabilized
human blood which, when tested with REDI-Dx, provide
results equal to those from non-irradiated subjects (negative control), and from subjects with low and moderate to
high absorbed radiation doses (positive controls) along
with a no target control (NTC). The negative control consists of blood from healthy human subjects stabilized with
DxCollect Buffer.
R

R
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Table 4. Testing with samples from subjects with potentially confounding conditions.
Sample cohort
Chronic conditionsa
Burn
Influenza
Trauma
a

Total tested

Mean estimated dose (Gy)

Std Dev

225
44
14
48

0.00017
0.00337
0.10091
0.04193

0.0
0.0
0.2
0.1

# reported <0.5 Gy
225
44
13
47

(100%)
(100%)
(92.8%)
(97.9%)

# 0.5

Lower 95% CI

Upper 95% CI

0
0
1 (0.6 Gy)
1 (1.1 Gy)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.2
0.1

Chronic conditions include: allergy (7), aspirin/ibuprofen (19), asthma (10), COPD (7), heart disease (12), high BMI (21), Huntington’s disease (15), immunocompromised (28), inflammatory bowel disease (5), lactation (19), osteoarthritis (7), Parkinson’s disease (6), pregnancy (24), psoriasis (2), rheumatoid arthritis (22),
sunburn (3), type II diabetes (18).

Figure 3. ROC curves for actual absorbed dose >2.0 Gy using REDI-Dx. Red
bars show 95% CI for specificity at the REDI-Dx sensitivity using a cut-off
of 2.0 Gy.

Figure 4. ROC curves for actual absorbed dose >6.0 Gy using REDI-Dx. Red bars
show 95% CI for sensitivity at the REDI-Dx specificity using a cut-off of 6.0 Gy.

Figure 5. REDI-Dx ROC curves for actual absorbed dose >2.0 Gy, by time post
irradiation (TPI) in hours.

conditions were selected based on prevalence in the population (chronic conditions), as well as conditions likely to be
present after a mass casualty event (e.g. burn and trauma) or
where symptoms may otherwise mimic ARS. As shown in
Table 4, the mean dose estimate group from 225 individuals
with chronic conditions as well as burn victims was 0.0 Gy
±0.0. All estimates were <0.5 Gy. Influenza patients and
trauma victims had mean estimated doses of 0.10 Gy ±0.2
and 0.04 Gy ±0.1, with only a single sample estimating greater
than 0.5 Gy from each cohort.
Based on these results, the test will help to segregate
those who are experiencing non-specific symptoms (fever,
headache, vomiting) due to ARS from those whose symptoms are due to the physiological impact from the event or
a pre-existing condition unrelated to radiation exposure.

Details of the assay and study designs as well as REDI-Dx
dose estimates for all studies are included in the supplement.
REDI-Dx performance

Results
Accuracy in non-irradiated subjects
To demonstrate the test can be run on a broad population,
the REDI-Dx test was performed on samples collected from
nearly 1000 people from various demographic cohorts and
patients with potentially confounding medical conditions.
The demographic cohort included samples collected and
tested from 656 healthy human donors, with the distribution
of ages and ethnicities and genders shown in Tables 2 and 3.
The mean dose estimate for each demographic group was
0.0 Gy ±0.0 with all of the tested samples reporting a dose of
<0.1 Gy. The cohort with potentially confounding medical
conditions or treatments, included 331 non-irradiated human
subjects with the conditions as listed in Table 4. These

Using a data set of 344 single dose in vivo irradiated nonhuman primates (NHP) from 0 to 10 Gy (supplement Table
B), we evaluated the accuracy of REDI-Dx as a predictor of
actual dose of radiation. The data set included 775 data
points, as one or more collections were obtained at different
times post irradiation (TPI) from each animal between 24
and 168 h (supplement Table J). Since REDI-Dx provides a
result based on a single measurement, for this analysis, we
are not considering any correlation between collection times
for an individual animal and assuming only a single observation is being used to predict actual dose to characterize the
predictive capability of a single measurement on an individual. However, additional analysis was performed to demonstrate that the test performs similarly over time as described
in the next section.
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Table 5. Sensitivity, specificity and 95% CI for specificity at REDI-Dx cut-off.
Cut-off (Gy)
2.0
6.0

Sensitivity (95% CI)

Specificity (95% CI)

0.985
0.92 [0.84, 0.97]

0.90 [0.86, 0.98]
0.840

Figure 6. ROC curves produced by REDI-Dx and Model-Dx for actual absorbed
dose >2.0 Gy using observed REDI-Dx distribution and bootstrapped ModelDx samples.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis at 2.0
and 6.0 Gy
While clinical decision points may vary in an actual emergency scenario, for this analysis they were assumed to be
2.0 Gy and 6.0 Gy. Individuals with levels of exposure between
2.0 and 6.0 Gy are most likely to benefit from myeloid cytokine therapy, while above 6.0 Gy prognosis even with treatment is poor (Coleman et al. 2011). It is preferable for the
test to err in the direction of encouraging clinical management of ARS, thus high sensitivity is most important around
2.0 Gy, while high specificity is most important
around 6.0 Gy.
ROC curves in Figures 3 and 4 show the sensitivity of
the REDI-Dx plotted as a function of the false positive rate
(1 – specificity), with each point on the ROC curve representing a sensitivity/specificity pair corresponding to a particular decision threshold (or cut-off). ROC curves were
generated for predicting actual doses >2.0 Gy or >6.0 Gy,
with the area under the curve (AUC) to be 0.996 and 0.940,
respectively.
In order to determine if there were any differences in
performance across time from 24 to 168 h, analysis was performed at each TPI. As shown in Figure 5, the AUC for all
timepoints are above 0.9, thus the test performs similarly
over time based on sensitivity and specificity analysis, so
there is no clinically significant performance difference
across time. Note the axes in Figure 5 have been restricted
to accentuate differences between ROC curves.
REDI-Dx cut-off choice
While the REDI-Dx test has been calibrated to provide a
quantitative measure of actual absorbed dose, we compared
the performance of the REDI-Dx test (sensitivity and specificity) at the most commonly applied thresholds 2.0 Gy
and 6.0 Gy.
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Table 6. Comparison of REDI-Dx and Model-Dx sensitivity and specificity.
Model-Dx
REDI-Dx
Difference

Sensitivity

Specificity

0.985
0.972
0.013

0.991
0.974
0.017

For the clinical decision point at 2.0 Gy, we want to have
a high sensitivity, that is, we want a high probability that we
call a patient as a positive given that their actual absorbed
dose is greater than 2.0 (so there is a high probability that
patients with an absorbed dose >2.0 will be evaluated for
treatment for ARS). For predicting absorbed dose >2.0 Gy
using a 2.0 Gy cut-off based on the REDI-Dx test result, the
sensitivity of the test is 0.985 (389/395) and the specificity is
0.903 (344/380) (Table 5).
Similar results were observed for the 6.0 Gy cut-off.
Patients with doses >6.0 Gy are the most appropriate group
to receive specialized treatment such as stem cell transplantation and will exhibit clinical symptoms more readily, while
those with 6.0 Gy would have a greater chance of survival
if treated with myeloid cytokine therapy without transplantation. Thus, for the upper clinical decision point, high specificity is most important, since we want a high probability
that we call a patient as less than 6.0 Gy given that their
absorbed dose is less than 6.0 Gy for prioritization of treatment with cytokine therapy.
For predicting absorbed dose >6.0 Gy using a 6.0 Gy cutoff based on the REDI-Dx test result, the sensitivity is 0.920
(90/98) and the specificity is 0.840 (568/677) (Table 5).
Comparison of REDI-Dx to a model biodosimeter
Next, we considered the gain in performance that would be
obtained if we had a theoretical diagnostic that would be
perfectly linearly related to delivered dose, with a minimum
amount of error. The idea is to determine how much
improvement would be possible if we were to develop such
a radiation dosimeter. We constructed data to represent
such a test, ‘Model-Dx’, by adding random normal errors
(with mean 0, SD 0.5) to actual dose. This represents a theoretical diagnostic with no bias and 95% limits of agreement
(LOA) of approximately ±1.0 Gy. The variance is set to 0 at
0 Gy, which is also true for REDI-Dx. Using bootstrapping
to smooth the Model-Dx ROC curve produces the following
two curves as shown in Figure 6 (again, zoomed in to show
differences). The Model-Dx improves the AUC from 0.996
to 0.999. Setting our cut-offs to produce near-optimum performance for the two curves (about 2.8–2.9 Gy) results in
sensitivity and specificities for the two tests as shown in
Table 6. Thus, such a theoretical test would have about
0.015 better sensitivity and specificity than the REDI-Dx test
under these conditions.
Lab to lab reproducibility and throughput
Reproducibility and repeatability were evaluated at three US
sites: DxTerity (Los Angeles, CA), Medfusion (Lewisville,
TX) and Kashi Clinical Labs (Portland, OR). After a 3-day
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Table 7. Multi-center reproducibility and repeatability by variance components analysis.
Repeatability

Between runs

Between days

Between sites

Reproducibility

Dose category

SD

%CV

SD

%CV

SD

%CV

SD

%CV

SD

%CV

2.0 Gy
>2.0 Gy

0.13
0.55

10.58
9.02

0.13
0.13

7.55
2.35

0.05
0.19

2.65
3.03

0.08
0.09

6.90
1.55

0.20
0.59
0.50

15.33
10.25
11.00

Table 8. Hands on time and total assay time (h:min) based on an average of
three sites and six technicians.
Hands on time (HOT)
Sample addition
þ CLPA set-up
1:34

Bead
wash
1:17

CE set-up
0:39

Total
HOT
3:06

Total assay
time (TAT)
7:02

training period, testing was performed for five non-consecutive days by six operators (two operators at each site) in
triplicate on each day for a total of 90 measurements per
sample (30 measurements per sample per site). The reproducibility samples included 25 blood samples which were collected between 24 h and 7 days post-irradiation. The overall
combined reproducibility standard deviation was 0.5 Gy with
a CV of 11%, with an estimated reproducibility SD of 0.2 Gy
for doses 2.0 Gy as shown in Table 7. Supplementary
Table H shows results by sample, which span the range of
1–10 Gy and included values around the 2.0 and 6.0 Gy
cut-offs.
The average total assay time (TAT) and hands on time
(HOT) were established based on testing a set of 92 samples
and four process controls twice in 1 day by two operators at
three different clinical laboratories indicated (Table 8). The
overall HOT was less than 3 h and TAT was less than 7 h
with less than 30 min difference between sites. With
testing limited to a week post incident, approximately 25
labs with 10 lab technicians per lab would be required for
testing of 300,000 individuals. The number of lab techs can
be reduced by incorporation of automation and the number
of labs can be reduced with additional instrument placements.

Discussion
The REDI-Dx test system described herein is capable of testing more than 600 samples per instrument in a 24-h period.
The test uses a simple, automatable workflow and it is readout on the Thermo Fisher ABI 3500 Dx capillary electrophoresis instrument (Waltham, MA), a routinely used clinical instrument for DNA mutation and forensic analysis.
Samples are transported at ambient temperature and results
from an individual sample can be delivered with-in an 8-h
shift with prioritized processing. The test can be run reliably
at multiple labs and days as demonstrated by the multi-site
comparison, where a CV of 11% across all variables was
observed (supplement Table H). All of these features are a
significant contrast to the ‘gold standard’ DCA that requires
a minimum of 48 h of processing time, controlled transport

of the blood samples, limited testing capacity, and lab specific calibration curves.
In a scarce resource and a crisis environment, a biodosimetry test can aid physicians in treatment decisions. In
these settings, it is important to rapidly stratify patients into
those who do not need treatment, those who will benefit
from medical care and those who may be beyond treatment.
With limited resources (such as first responders or doctors)
and resources that may be damaged by an IND (such as
hospitals and city infrastructure), the additional work load
posed by currently used tests may not be possible. The rapid
prioritization of patients within the available resources is
key to efficient use and an improved outcome of the irradiated population.
The REDI-Dx test has been shown to give very low
false positive rates as demonstrated by the testing of
nearly 1000 demographic and potentially confounding
condition samples, and low false negative rates as demonstrated in testing more than 700 irradiated samples. These
features are key for separating the concerned public from
the population in need for medical treatment and consequently reducing their impact on available medical resources and addressing the potential shortcomings of relying
upon single point hematology, which has difficulty diagnosing low doses of irradiation due to normal variation
in human lymphocyte counts.
The REDI-Dx test provides a quantitative estimate of
absorbed dose with over a range of 0.0–10.0 Gy from 24 h
to 7 days post-exposure. While the test is meant to be
used in-conjunction with hematology and clinical symptoms, we evaluated the performance of the test in the
context of being the only tool used to assess patients. We
used two commonly cited cut-offs for treatment decision
(2.0 Gy and 6.0 Gy) to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of the REDI-Dx test and times post-irradiation of
24–168 h (7 days) were evaluated. Table 4 summarizes the
NHP results of these evaluations with a 98.5% sensitivity
and 90% specificity for 2.0 Gy, and 92% sensitivity and
84% specificity for 6.0 Gy.
We compared the performance of REDI-Dx to a ModelDx with no bias and an accuracy of ±1.0 Gy (95% confidence) from 0 to 10 Gy. This Model-Dx for a similar distribution of samples would yield a 1.3% increase in sensitivity
and 1.7% increase in specificity (Table 7) compared to
REDI-Dx. This demonstrates that a test with increased
accuracy would have only a marginal improvement when
used for assigning treatment category.
Thus, a high throughput biodosimetry test such as REDIDx test could improve the discernment of absorbed dose by
reporting a value used in conjunction with symptoms and
hematology as well as help to prioritize the individuals in
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the 2.0–6.0 Gy range, who are most likely to benefit from
myeloid cytokine therapy (G-CSF or GM-CSF) versus those
who are more likely to recover without treatment (Coleman
et al. 2011). For individuals exposed to high doses
(>6.0 Gy), such a biodosimetry test can help determine who
should be transported to bone marrow transport centers
equipped for treating severe neutropenia versus those who
are unlikely to survive regardless of treatment.

Conclusions
The use of the REDI-Dx biodosimetry test in a mass scale
event, would not only assist in patient stratification for
that incident, but provide invaluable data to the medical
community by allowing the refinement of the association
of a dose estimate with clinical symptoms as well as clinical outcomes.
The REDI-Dx biodosimetry test is a sensitive and specific assay that can categorize radiation absorption levels.
In addition, the assay has favorable features such as fast
turnaround time, high throughout testing, and room temperature specimen handling that would be beneficial in a
nuclear crisis. Taken together, the REDI-Dx biodosimetry
test system could provide valuable information that would
improve the assignment of patients to the correct treatment category. Disclaimer: For investigational use only.
The performance characteristics of this product have not
been established in the U.S.A. and should not be used in
clinical diagnosis, patient management, or an investigation
that is not exempt from 21 CFR part 812.
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